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Think like bubbles, the mild-mannered sister of the superpowered crime-fighting team known as the Powerpuff Girls. by
picking which page to turn to, decide what Bubbles will do and where she will go in your very own Powerfupp Girls
adventure.

Add a photo to this gallery Another milk commercial was Buttercup exclusive in which she is waiting in the
class line to be given her chocolate milk. Just as she is getting closer, the Gangreen Gang burst in and steal the
milk from the other students. Buttercup gets angry as Big Billy dumps one of them on her and she attacks and
beats them up. The commercial ends when she takes one un-opened milk and drinks it as Ace rolls over to the
beaten up pile of Gangreen Gang laying there as "Got Milk" appears. A banana milk commercial was made as
well, involving Bubbles playing during reccess. She notices a little boy seemingly upset by the empty banana
flavored milk container and suddenly Mojo Jojo pops out of a nearby sandcastle. He reveals he took all of the
banana milk and Bubbles questions this before he tries to make a escape. To no avail of course. He is captured
under a set of monkey bars and Bubbles is shown drinking the banana milk. As each girl had a special milk
commercial, Blossom was given Strawberry Milk. As the kids board the bus, someone is stealing their
Strawberry Milks as a sign above says "No Strawberry milk". Blossom thinks this is unfair and realizes its
Fuzzy Lumpkins. He tries to escape when Blossom hits a button causing the STOP sign to pop out and knock
him unconcious. She then holds her strawberry milk and drinks from it as the commercial ends. A special
coppertone commercial was also made, in which the girls head outside only to be stopped at the door. They
each wonder what they may have forgotten, then go to leave again. They stop as the sun blinds them and
someone hands them sunscreen. The professor puts it on them as the screen showing the product appears.
Showing that for a limited time you could collect powerpuff Girl figurines. A short commercial was made to
show off the Powerpuff Girl watches from Trendmasters. It featured small clips from the show, and showed
off the qualities of said watch and more details reguarding it, like what it was capable of doing and its features.
He is shown inside a boutique cutting her hair at a quick and rapid pace. Taking a final snip he seems happy
with his work, then proceeds to turn her to face the audience. In another bumper the girls are playing hide and
seek. Buttercup is having trouble finding them when Blossom peaks out from behind a pillar like part of wall
and she looks to Bubbles who is hiding in the ceiling. A even shorter bumper involves Wanted posters of the
villians when Blossom suddenly flies by. And in another short one, it shows Mojo Jojo stealing fruit from the
super market. Another short bumper involves the girls flying to their bedroom while the Professor tells them
goodnight and sits with his newspaper. In another bumper the mayor was stuck in traffic. One of the bumpers
includes the girls in the training room when suddenly the Professor changes the dial and three of the older CN
characters appear surounding the girls. In another bumper, Mojo Jojo is seen eating a banana, then throws
away the peel. Meanwhile the Powerpuff Girls are at home watching him when Blossom comments, "Geez
louise, can you believe this guy? In a special commercial all of the villains are seen in Anger Management.
The guy suggest a little role playing and talks to Mojo who he tells to be Bubbles his impression makes
Sedusa and Princess laugh. The man ask why Mojo is being hostile, to which he explains he saw a small
keychain featuring him at the mini-mart. The others feel bad until Mojo talks of making the PPGs pay for what
they have done. The man tries another approach, saying "Lets try a perspective check, Mojo is upset over a
keychain. Then when he raises his hand, all of the villians do the same. He then ask them what they are there
to take control of, everyone replies with their anger. He suggest they take control of their anger and push it
into a ball. In another live action commercial two males are playing a game when they hear a sudden thud
outside. As she gets up, Blossom says "Its Blossom Man. The guys wonder what that was all about and soon
as they walk away. Mojo can be seen scratching at the television screen, while the glass door is scratched up.
This was also made as a trailer, but they cut off the part where Mojo scratches the glass door. Another small
commercial was developed for Chuck E. Bellum and Mojo are in a closet. Everyone gets so annoyed with him
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they attack him, then throw him out. Another special promo was made, showing someone living a daily life of
living in Townsville. It begins with a male driving to work when a monster nearly steps on his car, he ignores
and continues to drive. He continues and soon parks, ignoring the giant eye monster trying to zap everything
and heads inside his work building. While in the bank Mojo soon begins to turn the people into dogs once
more, using the Anubis head statue while the guy puts his money into his mouth. Soon hit by the beam
himself. Now at his work he gets into the elevator to see the Gangreen Gang inside. By the time his elevator
stops he is covered in graffetti. Now in his office he changes suits and ignores the giant eye monster, shutting
his curtains on it. A random live action commercial was shown in which girls were training to be in the
"Powerpuff Patrol". This was made as part of a series of promos made for the Cartoon Cartoon Fridays block.
One dealt with the three girls playing a game of cards. The in another one Peach is talking to the girls and
Blossom suddenly holds up the cards from earlier. The CN logo then pops up, as she had made this mark
through the window. In another commercial Ken is shown, he poses as Blossom pops up suddenly, followed
by Buttercup, and then Bubbles? Professor Utonium is dressed as Bubbles! Just then the real Bubbles, Miyako
burst in and when the girls look at Professor, the camera zooms in on the compact in his belt to show the CN
logo.
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Chapter 2 : Bubbles in the Middle by Aaron Rosenberg
Bubbles in the Middle is a gamebook, the sixteenth in the Powerpuff Girls Plus You Club series. Synopsis. What would
Bubbles Do? Think like Bubbles, the mild-mannered sister of the superpowered crime-fighting team known as the
Powerpuff Girls. by picking which page to turn to, decide what Bubbles will do and where she will go in your very own
Powerpuff.

Because of a kidnapping incident with his parents, he was abandoned as a puppy, found by the ever-kind
Muriel, and began fearing everything abnormal. He is willing to risk his own life to protect her at all costs.
Unfortunately, his irrationality sometimes causes others to doubt his intuition. Courage has been presented as
an almost entirely selfless character, working to benefit others with usually little to no regard for his own well
being, proving that he is, in fact, courageous. He usually communicates his emotions through whines and
howls as he presumably prefers. Courage was first introduced after the fight between Dexter and the
Powerpuff Girls when they were called over by Jack. Bubbles found Courage and Jack explained how he got
him. Once an old lady came at his door and asked him if he could take care of the badly wounded Courage.
Suddenly Bubbles got attacked by the Dread Dragon and Courage warned the others. Later he appeared when
Buttercup came into trouble and Jack and the professor decided that Courage must stay with Buttercup to take
notes of everything she does. Courage then also spent a lot time with Bubbles after that. Courage appeared
also a lot with Buttercup after she learned cooking. He was her partner on the beach and at the science fair.
When the Clusters came into the science fair Courage helped evacuating several people including Weasel. He
was seen with Bubbles trying to defend the people from the Cluster bugs, then he help carry Bubbles to the
safe room to help out the scientists open the door. Courage was helping Bubbles open the door when he kicked
the door and hurt his foot. Courage was later seen with a slambat possibly trying to helping Bubbles keeping
the door closed from the Cluster monster. Bubbles apologizes to Courage then apologizes again that it has to
be this way then said sorry again. Courage said, while stuttering that she gave him a chance to be in a new
family and he wanted that. Courage also seems to be crying. Courage then finally says that he believes her as
the light blue light goes to them. However, this is only occasional and is assumed to be used for comedic
effect. Courage has shown he can speak English. He only has showed his fighting abilities during the
evacuation at the science fair. For example, Courage could scream so loud that he often caused objects around
him to shatter, break, or form deep chasms in the earth although this might have been more for comedic effect.
The most well known of his abilities, is his shape-shifting. He commonly uses this ability to transform into
something similar to an event he just witnessed in a usually futile attempt to warn Muriel and Eustace of
impending danger or will just turn into random things completely irrelevant to what he saw. Though capable
of speaking fluent English, Courage mostly does so to the viewers and other non-human characters, largely
tending to speak in unintelligible gibberish to most human characters. He tends to whisper "Oh no" to himself,
when something bad is going on. He also sometimes states, "Something fishy is going on, or my name is
[something absurd] In the show, he has also displayed incredible strength he broke the sun , invincibility
although he does get hurt , great stamina he never gives up , and durability. Whether or not Courage will
display these powers in the comic is of yet, unknown, although he has shape-shifted once already into the
Dread Dragon. History A pink puppy was born to Henry and his kind wife in a large, gated property. He was
raised through example, and was quick to learn a lesson. Though his parents had an aristocratic fascination in
canine objects, his well being was always of the utmost concern. While successfully learning to catch a ball,
he accidentally got his head stuck in between the bars of the fence and he was taken to the Pets of Tomorrow
veterinarian office. Here, he was freed by a seemingly kind doctor , who gave him a lollipop and ushered him
out of the room so he could "speak" to his parents alone. His tongue got stuck to the surface of the sucker, and
then tore off, so the baby dog rushed back to be nurtured by his mother. When he returned, the three were
gone, and screams pleading for assistance could be heard from the hallway. He abandoned his candy and
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rushed in to find the vet carrying his parents away in a net. They begged the doctor to not separate them from
their son. He rushed after them into a room of caged dogs, and then into another room where he discovered his
parents being forced into a rocket ship. He tried to help them before its launch, but failed, as his fear drove
him to flee into a garbage chute which led to a back alley. From there he watched as his family was sent away
into space, while waving a tearful goodbye to them. Crying alone, he was found by a young red-haired
Scottish woman who offered to take him home. Later to be known as Muriel. She named him Courage.
Courage is the protagonist of the show, and an overly frightened dog who lives in Nowhere, Kansas. He was
abandoned as a puppy after his parents were sent into outer space, but was adopted by Muriel Bagge. Her
husband, Eustace, regularly mistreats him. Aiding him at saving the day is a self-aware, sarcastic, and
seemingly omniscient Computer that he keeps in the attic with which he could consult for information in how
to remedy any predicament he faces though it never fails to badmouth him in one way or another. He got his
name when Muriel found him as a puppy alone in an alley and remarked that he must be quite brave to be
there by himself.
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Chapter 3 : The Powerpuff Girls Plus You Club Series by Tracey West
Pages in category "Powerpuff Girls Plus You Club" Blossom's Bad Hair Day. Brand New Blossom.

On occasion, he can be much more aggressive than either of his brothers. He is wearing a green sports jersey
with a 1 on it. He is also wearing black shorts and black sneakers. He also wears a black muscle shirt with a
green phoenix in the middle with wings in the back. Black skinny jeans with green flames on the bottom. A
green belt with a phoenix buckle, and multiple chains hanging from it, gold zippers with chains hanging from
them. Black Nikes with green outline. Has piercings at the bottom of his left ear and another at the top of right
Emerald Left , Peridot Right. Wears with spiked cuffs with wrist length fingerless black gloves, a gold winged
cross with a emerald in the middle, and a silver necklace with emeralds and peridots imbedded in it. Has a
gold wedding band with a emerald heart and a peridot heart encircled with a rose in the middle. His signature
color is green. While all boys love to cause havoc, Butch seems to enjoy it the most. Butch seems to be a
version of Buttercup and a little bit like Vegeta that had all her battle-lust and none of her conscious. While
Buttercup is sweeter, Butch has no sense of regret at all. He has a tendency to twitch when he gets particularly
excited in a fight. In PPGD he is still the same albeit a little calmer. He holds a hatred for Principal Skarr
much like Buttercup does. Personality While all boys love to cause havoc, Butch seems to enjoy it the most.
Butch seems to be a version of Buttercup and a little bit like Vegeta that had all her battlelust and none of her
conscious. Bubbles kisses her counterpart Boomer first and Blossom does hers without complaint. Once he
was kissed, Butch screams in horror and explodes in a bright flash of green light. After Butch was resurrected,
he had taken on a new hair style, with his spikes pointing upward, versus the original single cowlick. In the
episode The Boys are Back in Town. When she freaks out, Buttercup then flies over and punches Butch in the
face. Due to the punch, Butch accidentally bites his tongue. Seeing this, Blossom realizes that when their
masculinity is threatened, they shrink in size. The girls do various things to embarrass them, and they are then
defeated. In the episode The City of Clipsville he and his brothers alongside the Powerpuff Girls, seem to be
more like normal teenagers, even going as far as to have a slacker-ish attitude and he even drives an escalade,
which the ditzy teenage Buttercup mistakes for an escalator. Butch and his brothers also hold romantic
interests in their counterparts to the point where they schedule dates with them. In the episode Bubble Boy, a
more calm side of Butch is shown, implying that the battle lust that Butch always seems to have only shows
when he is around the Powerpuff Girls. His final appearance was in the episode Custody Battle. HIM and
Mojo Jojo were bickering over who was the most evil, but in actuality, was trying to best each other in a show
of evil to find out who should be the father figure to the Rowdyruff Boys. Butch is likely able to create an
energy shield that can be used to absorb energy[7]. Butch is able to produce energy blasts. Butch is likely able
to fire lasers from his eyes, like the Powerpuff Girls can. Butch and his brothers are able to fly, without the
need of wings[8]. Brick and his borther are able to heat objects by simply looking at it. Sonic Boom
Generation Possibly: Butch and his brothers is likely able to create sonic booms, that devastating their
environment[7]. Butch and his brothers are extremely durable, and far more durable than the Powerpuff
Girls[8]. Butch and his brothers are very fast. Their speed is likely on par or even surpassing the speed of the
Powerpuff Girls, which would mean their speed is absolute and allows them to travel through time[8]. Butch
and his brothers are extremely strong, with their strength levels far surpassing those of the Powerpuff Girls[8].
While flying, Butch and his brothers can produce an obtrusively smoke in their color. The smoke disables the
sight and breathing of all who are caught in it[8]. Butch and his brothers are likely able to see through objects.
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Bubbles Saves the Circus (The Powerpuff Girls Plus You Club, #1), Brand-New Blossom (The Powerpuff Girls Plus You
Club, #2), The Mayor's Birthday Surpri.
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Chapter 5 : Courage | The Powerpuff Girls: Action Time Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
by multiple authors includes books Bubbles Saves the Circus, Brand-New Blossom, The mayor's birthday surprise
(Powerpuff girls plus you club), and several more.

Chapter 6 : Item - Bubbles in the Middle - Demian's Gamebook Web Page
Powerpuff girls plus you club powerpuff girls wiki, powerpuff girls plus you (aka pick a powerpuff path) is an interactive
gamebook series, based on the cartoon franchise throughout each book, the reader.

Chapter 7 : Butch | The Powerpuff Girls: Action Time Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Buttercup's Terrible Temper Tantrums Free The Powerpuff Girls Plus You Club Bubbles In The Middle TXT Bubbles
Saves the Circus (The Powerpuff Girls Plus You Club, #1), Brand-New Blossom (The Powerpuff Girls Plus You Club,
#2), The Mayor's Birthday Surpri.

Chapter 8 : Buttercup | The Powerpuff Girls Fanon Wikia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Common Knowledge Series The Powerpuff Girls Plus You Club. Series: The Powerpuff Girls Plus You Club Bubbles in
the middle (The Powerpuff girls plus you club) by.

Chapter 9 : Category:Powerpuff Girls Plus You Club | Powerpuff Girls Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking "Bubbles in the Middle (The Powerpuff
Girls Plus You Club, #16)" as Want to Read: Want to Read saving.
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